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Geospatial Analytics at Global Scale



The Descartes Labs team
– 70+ people, 16 PhDs, $38m in Venture Capital investment
– Decades of experience in machine learning, remote sensing, large-scale computing
– Acquire, process, and store imagery (NASA, USGS, NOAA, ESA, commercial) in the cloud
– Headquartered in Santa Fe, offices in Los Alamos, Denver, San Francisco and New York City
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We closed $30M Series B financing in August 2017

DARPA Geospatial Cloud Analytics (GCA) project kickoff today in Arlington



Our geospatial analysis platform
A growing archive of analysis-ready images, 
with historical records for back-testing 
models.

Robust pipeline for continuous updating as 
new images become available.

Multiple satellite image datasets integrated 
into a single system.

Cloud-based data and services, ready-to-use 
for data science teams anywhere.

Elastic computing model—scaling compute 
resources quickly and only when needed.
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A Vision of a Geospatial Cloud Analytics Platform

A Platform that provides a marketplace for 
global-scale, automated, deep learning and 
remote sensing Analytics-as-a-Service 
products via an Open API our multi-modal 
Analysis Factory and Data Refinery, all built on 
scalable, secure and massively-parallel 
commercial cloud infrastructure.



Analysis Ready Data (ARD) functionality is an API!
import descarteslabs as dl

scenes = dl.metadata.search(dltile=ardtile, products=["landsat:LC08:01:T2"], start_time=start_time, end_time=end_time)

img, meta = dl.raster.ndarray(scenes, bands=['nir', 'red', 'green', 'alpha'], data_type='Int16', resolution=15,
                                            cutline=ardtile['geometry'], srs='EPSG:5070', processing_level='SR')



API documentation and examples to get started quickly
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Predicting Corn Yields



GeoVisual search

t-SNE visualization of image chips

Divide the earth's surface 
into (billions of) small, 
overlapping images

Extract a "visual feature 
vector" from each image 
using a convolutional 
neural network

Search for neighbors in this 
feature space using either 
direct search or 
locality-sensitive hashing







Cloud masks
– Preliminary work has leveraged our computer 

vision and deep learning technology to 
classify pixels as cloud, shadow, water & 
snow across multiple satellite sensors.

– With historical context via per-pixel models, 
we can extend our platform with more 
accurate and valuable  derived data products.
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Atmospheric Correction
– Our Remote Sensing Scientists have 

developed an efficient way to 
atmospherically correct the visual bands of 
all of our imagery, using measurements 
provided from MODIS and the 6S model.

– Preliminary results show similar quality to 
satellite specific algorithms for Landsat and 
Sentinel-2 (developed by USGS and ESA) 
while being much faster.
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Differential Template Object Finder



Learn a model for every pixel on the planet
– There are about 1 trillion pixels on the Earth’s land surface 

at a scale of 10 meters.

– We have the resources to compute a 10-100 parameter 
model for each pixel, based on the time-series of historical 
observations, pixels nearby, and more frequent 
lower-resolution observations.

– This enables us to predict what each pixel should look like 
on any day, with applications to change detection, cloud 
masks,  land use classification and many, many more.
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“Data-Intensive Supercomputing in the Cloud: Global Analytics for Satellite Imagery”
arXiv:1702.03935 [cs.DC]

  https://medium.com/descartestech

   https://www.descarteslabs.com

If you’d like to learn more,

https://arxiv.org/abs/1702.03935
https://medium.com/descartestech
https://www.descarteslabs.com

